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Notes for Video Session

1. fear replaces ___________          

2. fear Destroys ___________

3. fear Steals our ______ and ____________

4. fear Spoils _______________

5. fear ________________ Us

6. fear robs Us of _______________

7. fear causes Us to ____________ Because of _____________

Assignment for Next Roundtable Meeting:
In the presentation, it was mentioned that the Bible tells us at least 365 times to “fear not.” In 
other words, God is commanding us to not live in fear, or to conduct ourselves in business with 
a spirit of fear or worry.  fear is a close cousin to “worry,” and the Bible calls worry a sin.

there are two parts to preparing for your next roundtable Meeting.  You are to complete each 
part and come prepared for discussion at your next roundtable.

Part 1: answering the questions in Part 1

Part 2: responding to the questions in Part 2

Part 3: You are to research and find at least 5 verses in the Bible related to fear.  write those 
verses in the space provided below. then identify issue(s) you are currently facing, and write 
out how the verses you feature relate to the issue(s) you identify. Be prepared to discuss the 
answers to all 3 sections at your next roundtable Meeting. 
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Part 1
1. what is your greatest takeaway(s) from this session?  what overall comments/thoughts 
do you have regarding the “7 ways fear Impacts a christian Business leader?”

2. Do you agree or disagree that it is not possible to exercise “fear” and “faith” at the same 
time?  why do you answer as you do?

3.  what are your thoughts about the comment “fear Destroys our Dreams?”  can you 
think of how this might happen or cite a time when fear overcame your pursuit of a dream/goal?

4. can you describe how fear might rob us of our “joy” and “blessings?”  has this ever hap-
pened to you?  Describe the situation if it has.

“7 ways fear Impacts a 
christian Business leader”
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5. how does/can fear “paralyze” us, or cause us to forget God’s hand upon us, or how he 
has been there for us in the past?

6. think back to when you first started at the business you are in.  what fears did you face?  
how did you address/overcome them?  which of the 7 ways fear impacts christian Business 
leader described in this month’s content applied to that time in your life?

7. as  you reflect back over the history of your business/career, describe the single great-
est challenge/obstacle you have faced, and what role did fear play at the time?  what was going 
on?  how did you overcome or fight through your fear(s)?  which of the 7 ways fear impacts a 
christian Business leader described in this month’s content applied to that time in your life?

“7 ways fear Impacts a 
christian Business leader”
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Part 2:
take a few minutes to write your responses to the following questions:

1. how has the current economy impacted your relationship with God?

2.  what thoughts have been most on your mind as of late?  what are your deepest concerns/
fears?

3.  what Bible verse are you focusing on?

“7 ways fear Impacts a 
christian Business leader”
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Part 3: 
You are to research and find at least 5 verses in the Bible related to fear.  write those verses in 
the space provided below.

then identify issue(s) you are currently facing, and write out how the verses you feature relate 
to the issue(s) you identify.

                 Verse(s)      application to your current issue(s)
1.
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________

2.
_________________________      ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
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  Verse(s)         application to your current issue(s)
3.
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________

4.
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________

5.
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
_________________________  ___________________________________
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For the Next Edge Mentoring Meeting
 � Visit the online Content Portal
 � View all videos associated with next month’s Curriculum (Intro Video-session-topic summary)
 � Completed homework / assignment of edge materials
 � Prepare any issues for discussion

Monthly edge Mentoring
Meeting Preparation 
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